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Abstract
Given that convolutional neural networks extract fea-
tures via learning convolution kernels, it makes sense to
design better kernels which can in turn lead to better fea-
ture extraction. In this paper, we propose a new residual
block for convolutional neural networks in the context of
medical image segmentation. We combine attention mecha-
nisms with group convolutions to create our group attention
mechanism, which forms the fundamental building block of
FocusNetAlpha - our convolutional autoencoder. We adapt
a hybrid loss based on balanced cross entropy, tversky loss
and the adaptive logarithmic loss to create a loss function
that converges faster and more accurately to the minimum
solution. On comparison with the different residual block
variants, we observed a 5.6% increase in the IoU on the
ISIC 2017 dataset over the basic residual block and a 1.3%
increase over the resneXt group convolution block. Our re-
sults show that FocusNetAlpha achieves state-of-the-art re-
sults across all metrics for the ISIC 2018 melanoma seg-
mentation, cell nuclei segmentation and the DRIVE retinal
blood vessel segmentation datasets with fewer parameters
and FLOPs. Our code and pre-trained models will be pub-
licly available on GitHub to maximize reproducibility.
1. Introduction
A combination of attention mechanisms and deep learn-
ing has been shown to learn better feature representations in
recent researches, proving them to be better feature extrac-
tors. Learning better feature extractors is the most important
task a network can do, especially for attention based archi-
tectures, as the attention mechanisms are learnt over fea-
tures extracted via convolutions. Hence, the better the fea-
ture, the better the output. Recent research has placed a lot
of emphasis on optimizing convolutions, and in-turn learn-
ing better feature extractors, but until very recently, a very
important technique went unnoticed. The AlexNet [17] ar-
chitecture, due to memory constraints, divided their convo-
lution kernels in each layers over two different GPUs. This
resulted in an interesting effect where each kernel on a par-
ticular GPU learnt a explicit feature type. For the first con-
volutional layer, the kernels on one GPU learnt grayscale
edge features, while the kernels on the second GPU learnt
only colour specific information. This led to the initial
emperical results showing the affect of grouping convolu-
tions in convolutional neural networks. Filter groups learn
a sparsely correlated set of features in each group, where
each group learns a specific distinct feature of the input vol-
ume [12]. Even though filter grouping has shown promising
improvements in the accuracy obtained by CNNs for vari-
ous tasks, their use in state-of-the-art approaches is at a very
early stage. There are a lot of unanswered questions in re-
search involving filter grouping. We focus on the two which
we consider are the most important - 1) No research to date
incorporates attention mechanisms inside filter groups, and
2) Existing research has no grounding work that shows the
best way to combine information learnt in each group. This
is an important step as filter groups in their most basic form
do not interact with each other. In architectures that propose
to have certain cross talk between these groups, they define
a fixed permutation of the groups rather than learning the
best way to combine the information together.
To this end, we propose FocusNetAlpha, a deep learning
architecture for medical image segmentation, that harnesses
the power of grouped convolutions and combines it with a
FocusNet [15] style attention mechanism to get a better per-
formance than FocusNet, with less than half the number of
parameters. We enhance the decoding using fine grained
information from each decoder scale which helps improve
the network’s decoding ability. We show that instead of us-
ing a single permutation to aid filter group interaction, such
as proposed in techniques like ShuffleNet [30] and IGC-
Net [29], creating an embedding using a shared weighted
function learns to embed the features into a space that is in-
variant to all possible permutations of the feature maps. We
compare with state of the art architectures, namely, Wide
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UNet [31], UNet++ [31], R2U-Net [4], Attention U-Net
[19], BCDU-Net [1] and FocusNet [15] architectures and
outperform them all.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 describes the current literature relevant to our problem.
Section 3 describes the attention mechanism used in Focus-
NetAlpha. Section 4 describes FocusNetAlpha as well as
the novel residual group attention block that we propose.
We describe our loss in section 5 and experiments in sec-
tion 6. The results are presented in section 7. We analyze
our model’s efficiency compared to the other existing archi-
tectures in section 8 and conclude with section 9.
2. Related literature
ResNets: ResNets introduced the concept of feature
reuse in deeper convolution layers. The initial residual ar-
chitecture [8] was the first network to beat human level
performance on imagenet. Since their inception, resnets
have been constantly optimized and refined to produce bet-
ter results. Residual blocks can be formally defined as
y = F{x,Wi} + x where F{x,Wi} is the residual map-
ping that is learnt by the network and x are the features that
are propagated forward by the skip connection. Residual
learning allows feature reuse from previous layers that helps
fight overfitting in deep networks. This technique results in
the ability to train extremely deep networks. The residual
block was optimized to produce better results in [9]. They
showed how using a bn-relu-conv style residual block per-
formed much better than the conv-bn-relu block via a series
of ablation studies. One of the first works combining group
convolutions with residual learning was the resneXt [27] ar-
chitecture The authors defined a new form of aggregated
residual transformation, F (x) =
∑C
i=1 Ti{x} where Ti{x}
can be any function approximation, and is generally a set of
neurons. Ti transforms the input x by projecting it into a
low dimensional embedding. C is the cardinality, which is
the total number of transformations that the network learns
for a network layer. This aggregated transformation serves
as the residual connection learnt in this architecture. The
output y in this case is given by, y = x +
∑C
i=1 Ti{x}
where x is the the value that the aggregated transformation
works on. Another spin on the residual block shows that
stacking deeper networks with more layers is equivalent to
combining multiple convolution operations inside the same
layer. As the convolutions in each layers have larger fil-
ter sizes, these networks are called wide residual networks
[28]. Wide Resnet50, which is a 50 layer resnet architecture
using this methodology, gets performance equivalent to a
101 layer resnet that is trained with smaller filter sizes. An
extreme case of residual learning is connecting each output
in a layer, to each output directly to every layer following it
inside a block. This form of residual blocks was proposed
in DenseNet [11].
U-Net and its variants: Arguably the most influential
architecture in image segmentation is the U-Net [21], origi-
nally proposed for medical image segmentation. The U-Net
employs an encoder decoder structure to map an input im-
age to it’s corresponding binary segmentation mask. The
input image is encoded by the encoder by extracting hierar-
chical features. The network then hierarchically upsamples
to a binary mask while combining information from inter-
mediate encoder layers. Wide U-Net [31] is a U-Net style
architecture, with the only difference being an increased
number of convolution filters inside the convolutional lay-
ers. U-Net++ [31] proposes redesigning skip connections in
U-Net style architectures via adding fine grained informa-
tion between the encoder and decoder, rather than a simple
skip connection. R2U-Net [4] is an architecture with the
same structure as the U-Net, but the convolution blocks are
replaced by residual recurrent conv-relu blocks. Attention
U-Net [19] is a U-Net architecture with an attention mecha-
nism that decides what information to propagate in the skip
connection from the encoder to the decoder. [1] is yet an-
other spin on designing efficient skip connections that learn
to propagate the most effective features from the encoder
to the decoder using dense convolution blocks and bidirec-
tional convolutional LSTMs. [15] learns a dual encoder de-
coder structure and employs one convolutional autoencoder
to generate attention maps, and another to do fine grained
image segmentation.
Convolutions and filter groups: To the best of our
knowledge, one of the first works to explicitly show that
grouping filter groups leads to learning better representa-
tions is deep roots [12]. They use a sparse connecting struc-
ture that resembles a tree root to reduce the number of pa-
rameters without any significant affect on the network accu-
racy. The impact of group convolutions was made apparent
with resneXt [27] employing it at the heart of its method-
ology and doing impressively at the ILSVRC 2016 tasks.
Depthwise separable convolutions [3] are another form of
grouped convolutions that process channels in a feature vol-
ume individually before combining it together via a 1D con-
volution.
Filter group interaction: Due to the nature of grouped
convolutions, the filter groups only look at a particular part
of the input at a time. Seeing this as an apparent drawback,
techniques such as ShuffleNet [30], FLGC [25] and IGC-
Nets [29] have been proposed to aid interaction between
filter groups and different parts of the feature inputs. To
the best of our knowledge, all (except one [27]) existing
techniques learn fixed permutations of the features to aid
interaction with filter groups. ShuffleNet looks at only one
permutation of the features for interaction with the filters,
IGCNets fix a permutation matrix to perform permutations
following their single primary and secondary group convo-
lution blocks.
Figure 1: The figure shows the architecture diagram for FocusNetAlpha. The input image is processed by a series of residual
group attention-max pooling blocks into a bottleneck and then decoded into a segmentation masks.
Attention in CNNs: The simplest form of attention net-
works are the spatial transformer networks [13] that learn
the regions of interest from images with random clutter or
noise. One of the first major visual attention approaches
was a two level approach proposed in [26] where the images
were first passed through an RCNN and selective search
algorithms to generate proposals. A gating operation us-
ing softmax over the imagenet classes was used to get rid
of low probability proposals. The remaining patches were
then passed through a classifier which in their case was an
SVM. The approach worked well on a subset of the ima-
genet dataset, but requires a large amount of computation
as well as hyperparameter tuning. [23] proposed a com-
bination of CNNs and RNNs to accumulate high multi-
resolution glimpses of an image to make a final prediction.
A large amount of techniques combine either reinforcement
learning [7] or recurrent neural networks [18] along with
multistage pipelines to create or process attention informa-
tion making these techniques slow. Self attention mech-
anisms aim to learn context beyond a networks receptive
field. SE-Nets [10] proposed to global average pool feature
map information into a single vector creating a global rep-
resentation, that was then autoencoded and passed through
sigmoid gating to generate attention weights for each fea-
ture map in an activation output. The maps were then scaled
via multiplication with these attention weights. SE Blocks
have been extensively used in object detection [2], image
segmentation [22] and scene classification [14] to name a
few applications.
3. Attention Module
Figure 2: The FocusNet attention mechanism. Pixelwise
probabilities learn to highlight malignant regions inside im-
ages containing melanoma (in this context). Feature map
recalibration via squeeze and excitation then weights every
map to assign higher global weights to the important maps.
We discuss the base attention methodology (shown in
figure 2). The idea is to first learn trainable weights which
predict the probability of a pixel’s importance in the context
of the output, and then recaliberate the global feature maps
to learn the most important ones in an activation volume.
Let us assume F to be the overall input to this block. Let
F1 be an intermediate feature map volume outputted from
the interaction of some intermediate input volume I1 with a
set of trainable weightsWi of a convolution filter. This F1 is
passed through a series of conv-ReLU operations, followed
by a final 1x1 conv operation with a sigmoid operation, that
gives per pixel probabilities for the volume. The learned
output F can be denoted as,
F1 = σ(δ(I1 ∗W1), W2)
where ∗ denotes a convolution between the filters and the
learnt weights and δ denotes the (ReLU) non linearity. W1
denotes the weights for the convolutions corresponding to
feature extraction, while W2 are the weights corresponding
to the 1x1 convolution. In parallel, the input is also pro-
cessed by a series of different conv-ReLU operations. The
output of this block of operations has its feature maps re-
calibrated via the self attention mechanism. This is done
by first squeezing the information into a 1D vector to get
a global characteristic of each channel and then autoencod-
ing this vector to get a per-channel probability. Let I2 be
the intermediate feature volume to this operation and F2 be
the overall final output of this operation. The squeezing of
information is achieved via a global average pooling opera-
tion, given by,
g =
1
H ×W
H∑
i=1
W∑
j=1
I2c(i, j)
for a volume I2 with dimensions H ×W and channels c.
g is the channel-wise statistic. This output is then autoen-
coded by compressing the channels c to a latent representa-
tion given by cr and attempting to reconstructing the input
1D vector. This is given by,
fx = σ(δ(g,Wk),Wr)
Here Wk are the weights learnt before compression and Wr
are the weights learnt to map the input to a compressed
latent space. The output from the autoencoder is passed
through a sigmoid gating to get a channel-wise probability,
which is used to scale each channel. This scaling is given
by,
s = (fx · I2)
where (·) denotes each weight value being multiplied with
the entire slice of the feature map. This output is then mul-
tiplied by the per pixel probabilities obtained earlier that re-
weights every pixel inside the volume based on how much
it contributes to the output, i.e,
P = F1  s
where  is the hadamard product. The output is then recal-
ibrated via the self-attention mechanism (denoted as SA).
F2 = SA(P )
following which we add the residual feature map volume
from before these series of operations as,
Fout = F + F2
The attention block is end-to-end trainable and can be in-
corporated inside any deep learning system.
4. FocusNetAlpha
The encoder decoder structure of FocusNetAlpha works
like any convolutional autoencoder should. The input is
processed by an encoder into a bottleneck, which is then
decoded into an output segmentation mask by the decoder.
The main building block of our architecture is the resid-
ual group attention block (see section 4.1) that employs our
novel attention methodology inside group convolutions for
effective feature extraction. We address the problem of the
relatively inferior decoding ability of segmentation archi-
tectures in FocusNetAlpha. We do this by creating a scheme
that combines the output from each decoder scale to the fi-
nal output which leads to superior performance. The out-
put from each scale passes through a conv-bn-LeakyReLU-
conv-sigmoid operation to give intermediate outputs which
are upsampled if needed to the output size, and then con-
catenated together. The concatenated volume is then passed
through a conv-bn-LeakyReLU-conv-sigmoid block to get
the final output segmentation map. Downsampling in our
architecture is done using the max pooling operation. We
add skip connections from the encoder to the decoder rather
than concatenating them. We upsample via repeating val-
ues in a kernel from a lower scale into a upsampled scale
and letting convolutions learn their correct values. We use
dropout in the bottleneck layer with a rate of 0.5. The recep-
tive field of the first convolution kernel is 5x5. Following
that, all convolutions kernels have a receptive field of 3x3
when they’re used for feature extraction, and 1x1 when they
are used to learn attention weights (preceeding the sigmoid
gating). The architecture can be visualized in figure 1.
4.1. Residual group attention block
The residual group attention block is shown in figure 3.
The input to the block is a feature volume that is processed
by a 1 × 1 convolution operation. The general form of the
identity mapping is
M = {ri=1Pi(x)
where M is the output of the residual block, { denotes con-
catenation, and Pi(x) is some transformation learnt by r
separate stackings of trainable neurons transforming some
input x. Here, r = 4, as we divide this input features
into groups of 4, to be processed by 4 separate convolution
groups. Each group, alternatively, is responsible for learn-
ing the attention weights for the group to it’s right, and the
next group learns the features that need to be extracted. The
attention weights for each attention group are obtained via
two bn-LeakyReLU-conv operations followed by a conv-
sigmoid operation to get the per pixel probabilities. Each
attention group transfoms its input in the form
Ar = σ(Wa, δ(xr,Wk))
Figure 3: Our novel residual block that first employs pix-
elwise attention inside filter groups, followed by combin-
ing the groups via a permutation invariant embedding. The
squeeze and excitation block then recaliberates the feature
maps which is followed by the residual mapping.
Here Wk and Wa are the convolution weights and the at-
tention weights respectively. xr is the rth group that is in-
put into this block, and δ denotes the leakyReLU activation.
The structure of this block is shown in figure 4b. The resid-
ual block contains two bn-LeakyReLU-conv operations fol-
lowed by a skip connection which adds the features from the
previous step to the residual block features. If the residual
mapping is given by
Or = xr + F (xr)
then the network learns this F (xr) using some weights Wk
as F (xr) = δ(xr,Wk). The block is shown in figure 4a.
The output from the residual block is multiplied pointwise
with the output from the attention block as A = Ar
⊙
Or,
weighting the pixels with a higher importance more promi-
nently. the
⊙
here denotes the hadamard product. The
attention infused output for each group propagates further
in the block and is convolved with a convolution block with
a 1×1 receptive field and twice the number of filters. These
intermediate filter maps are then concatenated together and
passed through a final 1× 1 convolution. The feature maps
are then recaliberated using a squeeze and excitation opera-
tion which is followed by a residual connection.
5. Hybrid adaptive logarithmic loss
Accuracy alone is not a good measure of a network’s per-
formance. Hence, we try to create a loss in such a way, that
(a) Residual block (b) Attention block
Figure 4: Different components of our group attention
block.
we can optimise various metrics at the same time. Impor-
tantly, we want a network that can predict true positive as
efficiently as possible, and reduce their mis-classifications.
This effectively translates to having a high recall. In order
to optimize our architecture to have better recall, we adapt
the balanced cross entropy loss with the tversky loss in a
novel way to create our hybrid loss function. The loss is
defined as, L = (k)BaCE + (1− k)TL, where,
BaCE = Ωp log(pˆ) + (1− Ω)(1− p) log(1− pˆ)
TL =
∑
c(1−TI) where the subscript indicates a summa-
tion over the number of classes c and,
TI =
|G ∩ P |
|G ∩ P |+ α|P\G|+ β|G\P |
To create a higher emphasis on the true positives, we select
Ω = 0.7. Generally, α = 0.3, β = 0.7 works as the most
optimal setting in TL, adding higher weights to optimize
over false positives and false negatives, so we stick with
those hyperparameter values. We weight the influence of
both losses equally by setting k=0.5. In order to optimize
the loss further, we use a function whose derivative gives a
non linear response closer to the global minimum leading
to heavy penalty for mis-classification. Hence, to mitigate
the problem of pixel class imbalance and poor convergence
close to the minimum, we use the adaptive logarithmic loss
[16] for our problem. The loss is defined as,
ALL−HL(x) =
{
ω ln(1 + |HL| ) |HL| < γ|HL| − C otherwise
(1)
where C = γ − ω ln(1 + (γ ). We observe that the default
hyperparameters of this loss work as the optimal ones for
our experiments. Hence, we set γ = 0.1, ω = 10.0 and  =
0.5. We compare ALL-HL and HL to show that ALL-HL
gives a 1.85% higher recall and is hence used. Results are
summarized in appendix A.
6. Experiments
In this section, we conduct a series of tests to test the
effect of each component on our architecture. We also com-
pare against the various residual blocks. All experiments
in this section are conducted on the ISIC 2017 skin cancer
segmentation dataset [5]. We use the same pre-processing
and data augmentation as in [15]. The official data splits are
used.
6.1. Ablation study
Our ablation studies test the influence of our decoder and
permutation invariance on our architecture. We start with
comparing the performance of our decoder with a standard
decoder, that just upsamples the bottleck without any mul-
tiscale refinement (FocusNetAlpha-MD (minus multiscale
decoding)), in the style of the U-Net decoder, but with our
group attention block. The rest of the blocks in the archi-
tecture remain the same. We then replace all filter groups
with a residual attention block, computing features, and at-
tention weights inside the same block (FocusNetAlpha +
ResA). The structure of this block is the same as figure 4a.
The difference is that the feature extraction is followed by
a conv-sigmoid block and multiplied with the skip connec-
tion. The same skip connection is also added to the attention
scaled value in parallel. Our final study deals with concate-
nating the features of a group depthwise with the features
of the group to its left (FocusNetAlpha + CH (ConcatHo-
rizontal)). This means using only residual blocks inside
groups which are concatenated with the groups to the right,
instead of multiplying as in our proposed block. Our experi-
ments show that the multiscale decoding helps improve per-
formance of the architecture. Combining feature extraction
with attention in a single block has a degrading effect on
the performance which we believe happens due to the lack
of features extracted in the blocks. Horizontal concatena-
tion gives comparable performance with our methodology,
though it does not improve the recall sufficiently.
Method Recall DI JI
FocusNetAlpha - MD 0.8111 0.8357 0.7712
FocusNetAlpha + ResA 0.7936 0.8167 0.7591
FocusNetAlpha + CH 0.8118 0.8352 0.7741
FocusnetAlpha 0.8222 0.8404 0.7817
Table 1: Ablation studies on FocusNetAlpha using the ISIC
2017 dataset.
6.2. Permutation invariance vs channel shuffle
Combining information from the different filter groups
into one feature is an active area of research and many tech-
niques have been proposed in the past that fix permutation
matrices to aid channel interaction. The most prominent
of these techniques is ShuffleNet that proposes a fixed per-
mutation across the different channels. We compare our
methodology with ShuffleNet as it is the current state of the
art in combining filter group information. A 1D convolution
operation shares weights across it’s kernels, hence mapping
the different filter groups on to a symmetric function. This
embedding created is invariant to all permutation of the fil-
ter groups. Hence, we hypothesise that a permutation in-
variant embedding such as that created by a 1D convolu-
tion, will always outperform hand crafting permutations via
a channel shuffle/fixed permutation. This concept has found
great success in creating permutation invariant representa-
tions of 3D data in the recent past [20] and is the technique
incorporated in resneXt to combine filter groups. We run
two different networks to this end, where one is FocusNe-
tAlpha, and the other is the same architecture, but with the
1×1 convolution before the SE block changed to the shuffle
block from ShuffleNet (FocusNetAlpha + channel shuffle
(CS)). The results are shown in table 2 where it can be seen
that defining fixed permutations considerably decreases the
performance of the network versus learning a permutation
invariant mapping. The jaccard and dice index degrade con-
siderably, and the recall is also affected. Results on other
metrics can be found in appendix B.
Method Recall DI JI
FocusNetAlpha + CS 0.7991 0.8169 0.7612
FocusNetAlpha 0.8222 0.8404 0.7817
Table 2: Permutation invariance vs channel shhuffle in Fo-
cusNetAlpha on the ISIC 2017 dataset.
6.3. Comparison with resnet variants
Our next series of experiments observe the effectiveness
of the different residual blocks. We train 5 different archi-
tectures with a FocusNetAlpha backbone to this end. The
first is the generic identity (Basic) mapping [8] proposed
in the initial resnet paper. This is followed by the no bot-
tleneck full preactivation (Identiy) mapping[9] . We then
train two architectures using the ResNext group convolu-
tion blocks (ResneXt) and ResneXt + Squeeze and excita-
tion group convolution blocks. All residual blocks listed
are placed in the FocusNetAlpha architecture and the re-
sults are observed. The results are summarized in table 3.
Results from [15] are also provided for reference as it is
effectively an optimization over the identity block. We ob-
serve that for such shallow encoding decoding schemes with
just a few layers, there is only a marginal increase in perfor-
mance from the basic residual block to the identity mapping
block. ResneXt group convolution block has a marginally
better recall than when combined with squeeze and excita-
tion. We believe it to be due to the global attention mecha-
nism queeze and excitation incorporates, suppressing entire
channels of information that. Pointwise attention combined
with squeeze and excitation gives a superior recall and fixes
this problem, which is what FocusNetAlpha does. Focus-
NetAlpha achieves a significantly better dice score as well
as F1 score compared to other blocks which leads us to be-
lieve that it handles the prediction of true positives and true
negatives better than the other residual blocks.
Method Recall DI JI F1
Basic 0.7519 0.8023 0.7261 0.8009
Identity 0.7576 0.8034 0.7281 0.8012
ResneXt 0.8145 0.8214 0.7689 0.8196
ResneXt + SE 0.8123 0.8206 0.7761 0.8229
Focusnet 0.7673 0.8315 0.7562 0.8191
FocusnetAlpha 0.8222 0.8404 0.7817 0.8336
Table 3: Comparing with different residual blocks on ISIC
2017 dataset.
7. Results
To show the superior performance of FocusNetAlpha,
we compare how it fairs on 3 different benchmark datasets
against state of the art network architectures. For all the
listed experiments, the train-val-test split is constant and
no data augmentation is used. As a preprocessing step, we
scale all pixel values to fall between [0,1]. Our initial ex-
periments suggest that mean pixel subtraction worsens the
performance of the networks, so we choose not to use it as
a preprocessing step. We convert the segmentation mask to
binary by setting every pixel above the threshold of 0.5 to 1.
The training details can be found in the supplementary ma-
terials (section 1.3). For the results tables, we highlight the
best results in the table by bold and red, while the second
best results are shown in blue. The validation dice index,
validation jaccard index and validation loss plots are shown
in figure 5 in the appendix.
7.1. ISIC 2018 segmentation
The ISIC 2018 skin cancer segmentation dataset [6] has
become a major benchmark dataset for the evaluation of
medical imaging algorithms. We use the 2594 images with
corresponding ground truths localizing lesions on skin im-
ages containing melenoma. We divide these images into a
training set of 1815 images, a validation set of 259 images,
and the rest of the 520 images. The images are preprocessed
as described earlier. The images in the dataset are 700×900
in dimension. We resize every images to a smaller 256×256
size, via an antialising downsampling technique, to be pro-
cessed by the networks.
Table 4 summarizes our results for the experiments. Fo-
cusNetAlpha outperforms every architecture across all met-
rics significantly for the dataset with considerably fewer pa-
rameters and FLOPs (see section 8). We get a 4.6% higher
JI over the next best model. The F1 score is also consider-
ably higher showing a superior and balanced segmentation
output. The ROC curves and sample good and bad segmen-
tation outputs can be seen in appendix D.
7.2. Cell nuclei segmentation
We now shift our focus to segmentation of smaller re-
gions inside images. For this, we use the cell nuclei segmen-
tation dataset which was a part of the Data Science Bowl
2018. It contains 670 images which we divided into a train-
ing set of 540 and a validation set of 130. We resize all im-
ages to 256× 256. For this task, we test the performance of
our architecture by reducing the number of parameters (via
reducing the number of filters per layer) for it in a way that
it has less than 1 million FLOPs. We call this lightweight
architecture FocusNet-α-Lite. We also reduced the num-
ber of parameters for the other architectures to account for
the smaller size of this dataset so that we don’t overfit on
it. Our results are summarized in table 5. We get results
competitive with BCDU-Net even though we use 2.5 times
lesser parameters and 10 times lesser FLOPs than that ar-
chitecture. It should be noted that without the constraint
we set on our model to be under 1 million FLOPs, we out-
perform all existing architectures with a slightly ’bigger’
version of FocusNet-α-Lite which contains 2.32 million pa-
rameters and 1.2 million FLOPs. Results on other metrics
as well as sample results are shown in appendix E.
7.3. Retinal blood vessel segmentation
For the third task, we see the effect of our architecture
on fine grained pixel segmentation. We use the DRIVE reti-
nal vessel segmentation dataset for this task. The dataset is
small and contains 40 high resolution images. But given the
fine grained analysis needed for it, we can sample smaller
patches from the images to be processed by the networks.
We sample 200000 patches around the field of view of the
fundus images, from which we use 170000 for training and
30000 for validation. The extracted patches are of size
64× 64. We record an improvement of approximately 3%,
1.4% and 3.4% over the recall, F1 score and the jaccard in-
dex respectively. FocusNetAlpha outperforms every archi-
tecture across all three metrics significantly. The detailed
results table can viewed in appendix F.
8. Model efficiency
We compare the trade off between performance and effi-
ciency for our model in this section. We focus on the ISIC
Method Precision Recall Accuracy DI JI F1
FCN [24] 0.7176 0.8966 0.9011 0.7861 0.7013 0.7832
U-Net [21] 0.7398 0.9043 0.9187 0.8167 0.7268 0.8004
Wide UNet [31] 0.7439 0.9167 0.9234 0.8224 0.7334 0.8039
R2U-Net [4] 0.7381 0.9122 0.9172 0.8271 0.7511 0.8097
BCU-Net [1] 0.7576 0.9272 0.9337 0.8637 0.7665 0.8138
UNet++ [31] 0.7516 0.8889 0.9249 0.8437 0.7435 0.8145
Attention U-Net [19] 0.7526 0.9286 0.9330 0.8741 0.7813 0.8214
FocusNet [15] 0.7805 0.9328 0.9395 0.8676 0.7751 0.8499
FocusNetAlpha 0.8322 0.9471 0.9447 0.9014 0.8271 0.8717
Table 4: Segmentation results on ISIC 2018 dataset. The results in bold red are the best results obtained on the dataset. Blue
results denote the next best results. FocusNetALpha outperforms every architecture with fewer parameters and FLOPs.
Method Recall F1 JI
U-Net [21] 0.9052 0.8994 0.8310
BCU-Net [1] 0.9078 0.9101 0.8410
Attention U-Net [19] 0.9019 0.8899 0.7984
FocusNet [15] 0.8981 0.8998 0.8176
FocusNet-α-Lite 0.9139 0.9106 0.8386
Table 5: Segmentation results on the data science bowl 2018
dataset. The results in bold red are the best results obtained
on the dataset. Blue results denote the next best results.
2018 dataset for FocusNetAlpha (see table 6), and on the
nuclei segmentation dataset for FocusNet-α-Lite (see table
7). It can be seen that FocusNetAlpha outperformas every
architecture in terms of having the lowest number of param-
eters and floating point operations. In terms of benchmark
evaluation metrics, we observe a considerable increase in
performance compared to the state of the art. FocusNet-α-
Lite gets extremely competitive results with an architecture
that has almost 2.5 times more parameters than it’s near-
est competitor (BCDU-Net), which it achieves with over 10
times less FLOPs. This leads us to believe that our archi-
tecture provides one of the best trade-offs between model
complexity and performance given the set of architectures
we have evaluated against.
9. Conclusions
We proposed an extremely efficient and accurate medical
image segmentation architecture, FocusNetAlpha, based on
our novel residual group attention block which outperforms
state of the art architectures. We also propose an extremely
lightweight variant of this architecture that performs at par
with architectures almost 2.5 times its size. We adapt the
tversky loss and balanced cross entropy loss in the adaptive
logarithmic loss setting to boost performance over true pos-
Architecture Params FLOPs JI
UNet [21] 7.94×108 16.12×108 0.7268
UNet++ [31] 9.04×108 42.44×108 0.7435
BCDU-Net [1] 20.66×108 39.76×108 0.7665
Attn U-Net [19] 8.91×108 17.82×108 0.7813
FocusNet [15] 19.07×108 91.36×108 0.7751
FocusNetAlpha 7.80×108 15.64×108 0.8271
Table 6: Comparing the model complexity and performance
(on ISIC 2018) for FocusNetAlpha against state of the art
segmentation architectures.
Architecture Params FLOPs F1
UNet [21] 3.62×108 1.89×108 0.8994
BCDU-Net [1] 5.22×108 9.98×108 0.9101
Attn U-Net [19] 2.32×108 1.84×108 0.8899
FocusNet [15] 5.03×108 22.38×108 0.8998
FocusNet-α-Lite 1.84×108 0.98×108 0.9106
Table 7: Comparing the model complexity and performance
(on cell nuclei segmentation) for FocusNet-α-Lite against
state of the art segmentation architectures.
itives and true negatives to get more well rounded segmen-
tations. We show the trade-off between model complex-
ity and performance for various architecture, where our ar-
chitecture consumes the least parmateters and FLOPs while
giving the best results.
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A. Hybrid adaptive logarithmic loss vs hybrid
loss
We compare the Adaptive logarithmic loss with our hy-
brid function formulation (ALL-HL), with the vanilla hy-
brid loss (HL). We run two experiments to this end the re-
sults for which are shown in table 8. In the results, of par-
ticular interest to us is the value of the recall that we are
effectively optimizing over by weighting our true positives
higher. Our loss improves the recall by 1.85% which in turn
gives a higher dice index. We use the ALL-HL for all our
experiments henceforth.
B. Permutation invariance vs channel shuffle
Further empirical results are presented in table 9.
C. Training details
All our experiments are trained with the adaptive loga-
rithmic loss using our hybrid loss (ALL-HL) strategy. The
experiments are conducted in keras using a tensorflow back-
end. The batch size for all experiments is kept constant at 8.
1 Nvidia GTX 1080Ti is used to train the FCN, U-Net, Wide
U-Net, Attention U-Net, UNet++, R2U-Net and FocusNe-
tAlpha architectures. BCDU-Net and FocusNet are trained
on 2 Nvidia GTX 1080Tis. We have optimized every archi-
tecture trained for these experiments by first running them
with different learning rates to see their behaviour, and then
creating a customized learning rate schedule for each exper-
iment, for each architecture. All architectures were trained
for a maximum of 50 epochs and the best model weights
were saved by monitoring the validation loss. No early stop-
ping was used.
D. ISIC 2018 segmentation
The ROC curves for the architectures are shown in figure
6. We defined an accuracy threshold and sampled images
higher and lower than the threshold to visualize our pre-
dictions and qualitatively evaluate the performance of our
network. Figure 8 shows the results which FocusNetAlpha
found easy to segment. Figure 9 shows the more challeng-
ing results. Even on the more challenging set of images, it
can be seen that FocusNetAlpha (column 5) performs sig-
nificantly better than Attention U-Net (column 3) and Fo-
cusNet (column 4). It is visually clear that even under con-
ditions that FocusNetAlpha finds challenging, it provides
better segmentations that the other architectures.
E. Cell nuclei segmentation
Figures 10 and 11 show the qualitative results, validat-
ing FocusNetAlpha’s competitive performance compared to
BCDU-Net and FocusNet, and superior performance com-
pared to Attention U-Net. The extended version of the table
from the paper is shown in table 10.
F. Retinal blood vessel segmentation
The results are summarized in detail in table 11.
Method Precision Recall Accuracy DI JI F1
FocusNetAlpha (HL) 0.7921 0.8037 0.0.9276 0.8214 0.7631 0.8262
FocusNetAlpha (ALL-HL) 0.8002 0.8222 0.9349 0.8404 0.7817 0.8336
Table 8: ALL-HL gives better results compared to HL. Dataset used is ISIC 2017.
Method Precision Recall Accuracy DI JI F1
FocusNetAlpha + CS 0.7844 0.7991 0.9214 0.8169 0.7612 0.8184
FocusNetAlpha 0.8002 0.8222 0.9349 0.8404 0.7817 0.8336
Table 9: Permutation invariance vs channel shhuffle in FocusNetAlpha on the ISIC 2017 dataset.
(a) Val DI vs Epochs on (ISIC 2018 segmen-
tation).
(b) Val JI vs Epochs on (ISIC 2018 segmen-
tation).
(c) Val ALL-HL vs Epochs (ISIC 2018 seg-
mentation).
(d) Val DI vs Epochs (cell nuclei segmenta-
tion).
(e) Val JI vs Epochs (cell nuclei segmenta-
tion).
(f) Val ALL-HL vs Epochs (cell nuclei seg-
mentation).
Figure 5: Visualizing the different validation curves on ISIC 2018 segmentation (top row) and cell nuclei segmentation
(bottom row) datasets.
Method Precision Recall Accuracy F1 DI JI
U-Net 0.8976 0.9052 0.9604 0.8994 0.9075 0.8310
BCU-Net 0.9024 0.9078 0.9728 0.9101 0.9129 0.8410
Attention U-Net 0.8782 0.9019 0.9672 0.8899 0.8876 0.7984
FocusNet 0.9016 0.8981 0.9697 0.8998 0.8961 0.8176
FocusNet-α-Lite 0.9173 0.9139 0.9768 0.9106 0.9077 0.8386
Table 10: Segmentation results on the cell nuclei segmentation dataset. The results in bold red are the best results obtained
on the dataset. Blue results denote the next best results.
(a) The ROC curves for different architectures on ISIC 2018. (b) The same ROC curves zoomed in top left for better viewing.
Figure 6: Reciever operator characteristics (ROC) curves for the ISIC 2018 dataset.
(a) Cell nuclei segmentation ROC curves. (b) Same ROC curves zoomed in top left.
Figure 7: Reciever operator characteristics (ROC) curves for the cell nuclei segmentation dataset.
Method Recall F1 JI
U-Net 0.7614 0.7898 0.7219
BCDU-Net 0.7991 0.8165 0.7503
Attention U-Net 0.7861 0.8033 0.7517
FocusNet 0.7892 0.8097 0.7498
FocusNetAlpha 0.8288 0.8306 0.7854
Table 11: Segmentation results on the DRIVE retinal blood vessel segmentation dataset. The results in bold red are the best
results obtained on the dataset. Blue results denote the next best results.
Figure 8: ISIC 2018 (good segmentation results). From left, column 1 is the input image, column 2 is the ground truth and
columns 3, 4 and 5 are the outputs of Attention U-Net, FocusNet and FocusNetAlpha respectively.
Figure 9: ISIC 2018 (bad segmentation results). From left, column 1 is the input image, column 2 is the ground truth and
columns 3, 4 and 5 are the outputs of Attention U-Net, FocusNet and FocusNetAlpha respectively. FocusNetAlpha provides
better segmentation results even under challenging scenarios.
Figure 10: Cell nuclei segmentation (good segmentation results). From left, column 1 is the input image, column 2 is
the ground truth and columns 3, 4, 5 and 6 are the outputs of BCDU-Net, Attention U-Net, FocusNet and FocusNetAlpha
respectively.
Figure 11: Cell nuclei segmentation (bad segmentation results). From left, column 1 is the input image, column 2 is the
ground truth and columns 3, 4, 5 and 6 are the outputs of BCDU-Net, Attention U-Net, FocusNet and FocusNetAlpha
respectively.
